
e-Service Register 
 
Importance of Service Register 

• Service Register is a vital document in the Administration, which contains the 

employee’s entire data such as Annual Increments, Promotions, Awards, Punishments 

etc,.  Therefore it is necessary to provide adequate security in the system to store and 

handle in a secured manner.  

e-service portal: 

 It is web enabled application which can be accessed both through intranet/internet.  It  

can be provided for hosting the application through a public IP in a net work linked to 

the “e” Service Register Portal.  

 Provision is available to upload/download scanned copies of existing Service Records. 

Multiple attached documents will get converted into a single document. 

 Provision for entering the employee’s data henceforth.   

 Any modification mandatorily, requires prior authorization from the competent 

authority. So that it provides adequate security to the data and no information can be 

altered/tampered without proper level of authorization.  

 Easy linkage with existing AFRES & PRIME applications to get employee’s dynamic 

information like PF, Leave & Salary details etc., 

 No direct access to PRIME & AFRES data would be provided through web portal to 

maintain information security data. 

Why this is useful? 
“e” Service Register Portal is very useful in case a situation comes that missing of Service 
Register or Spoiled by the warms.  Practically some of the pages of the old SRs are in broken 
condition and at the time of processing the settlement, facing difficult to read or check entries 
of the SR. It facilitates online transfer to other units.  
 
How this is Useful to the  Employee 
 “e” Service Register Portal has been    provided with a public IP address. 

  Hence, any employee can login with his P.F.No & PAN No as user name and password 
respectively.  

  Therefore, they can view or take a print out of his Service Register from any where.  

 



Security: 
 Clerk(maker):  The Clerk will have a separate user name and pass word to upload the 

details along with a scanned copy  such as Awards, Promotions, Annual Increments, 

Punishments etc,.   After log in, he will be able to work and upload the details of the all 

employees concerned & then he will forwarded the same to his in-charge for 

verification. He have not any privilege to enter any other users data.      

 Verifier (checker):  On receipt of the data from the clerk, the in-charge (verifier) 

concerned will verify the details. Here, the verifier had two options. After thorough 

verification, he can accept the same and forward to the officer or he can reject. 

 if, any irregularities found, he will reject and send back to the clerk.  The clerk has to 

rectify the same and again forwarded to the In-charge.   If he accepts, he has to forward 

the same to the officer for approval and digitalized signature.       

 Officer(approval):  On receipt, the Officer concerned will verify and approve the same 

and digitalized signature will be made.   If not satisfied, he can reject the same.  If not 

approved the data will back to the clerk directly.  Then the details which were entered 

should be check up once again and forwarded to the verifier and further to Officer.  

Some Screenshots of this portal: 

 





 
 

 
 
 


